Issue 50 – May 2018

Dear parents and carers,
On Friday 18 May we said goodbye to our Year 13 students and wished them well for their A Level
examinations. At the start of the week they organised a thank you rally on the front field; wrote notes for
a staff “shout outs” board and then proceeded to enjoy differently themed mufti for each day of the week
culminating in a day of wearing school uniform on their last day. They held a wonderful assembly in the
sixth form study area and then went on to celebrate in style that evening at their May Ball held at Epsom
Downs. We all wish them the very best and look forward to seeing them on results day, Thursday 16
August and then in December at our KS5 Celebration and Prize-Giving Event where they all meet again to
renew friendship ties and share their news.
Year 13 were not the only ones to don mufti last week. The “Potions” department, notably Professor
Snape and Mad-eye Moody (aka Ms Halliwell and Mr Davison), came to cast a spell over Year 11 prior to
their going in to the first Chemistry GCSE paper. Let’s hope they worked their magic. Students in Year 11
have been very focussed during the examination period so far – continuing to do us proud after their
wonderful last week as Year 11s.
Students in Years 8 and 9 have been involved in internal examinations
and also managed to undertake ball girl training, enter competitions,
sew herbs and paint planters and benches in the quad…… Some recent
notable events have been when Stephen Farrow, Tournament Director
of the Fever-Tree Championships at Queen’s Club, came in to meet our
hopeful ball girls and brought a replica Queen’s Club championship
cup, complete with dents in the same places as the original, fully
engraved, to show them. You will see us in the “Tennis at Queens”
photo, obscured by the size of the immensely heavy trophy.
Congratulations are to go to Sudipta and Ishani (Year 8) who entered
Shell’s “ The Big Ideas Challenge” with their idea for the ‘Enagnifier’,
which is an energy magnifier that would produce, harness energy and
magnify it efficiently without any carbon emissions. Ms Hobart of the
DT department recently found out that their idea has been shortlisted
for judging. This is a fantastic achievement.

The Quad is looking wonderful
thanks to the efforts of the
school gardening club

In terms of trips, students returned from two of four annual residential languages trips this week, talking
very animatedly of the time they had spent in Paris and Koblenz. Few schools can boast of four annual
modern languages residentials and we are proud of this important dimension of our languages provision.
Year 10 Geographers have carried out fieldwork in Tillingbourne this week and Mrs Holmes and I enjoyed
our field trip to Buckingham Palace on Thursday to enjoy seeing more than 20 students receive their Gold
Duke of Edinburgh Awards. Later that afternoon, members of the Purley Rotary Club came to school to
present a cheque for £1000 raised by a swimathon that the PTA advertised to our students. The girls
involved were presented with certificates for their incredible fund-raising through sponsorship for
swimming.
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As well as all the academic and extra-curricular mentioned above – a key part of our school ethos is service to the school. Prefects in Years 10 and 12 have been ensuring that students spend the sun-filled
lunch times in the open air, and helping orderly service in the canteen. Juliette, Deputy Head Girl and our
Head Girls Tanya and Olivia have been busy planning events for next year and running school council.
They have renewed the noticeboard and worked hard to improve communications and the purpose of the
council. We are aiming to review and improve the constitution to ensure greater involvement and engagement with issues that are important to our community such as issues of wellbeing, charity fund-raising
and policy consultation on E-Safety and other themes. The House Officers are planning the competition
for the inaugural School Birthday Cup which the girls will compete for on July 3rd. Hopefully many of them
will be wearing their School’s 80th Birthday house colour t-shirts on the day.
Finally, term ended with the visit of author, Holly Bourne, organised by our librarian Ms Connor.
I wish you and your daughters a good half term, be it holiday or study leave,
Ms Cavilla
Important Dates

Letters

28 May – 1 June – Half Term

All Years – Letter from Director of Public Health – Measles

Public Exams finish on Friday 29 June

All Years – Train to Teach, Sutton SCITT Manager

Monday 4 June – Return to School (Wk 1)
4 – 8 June – Yr 12 Work Experience
11 & 12 June – Yr 12 Higher Education Days
Wednesday 13 June – Yr 12 return to lessons
Thursday 14 June – GCSE and A Level Art and
Photography Summer Exhibition

Year 11 enjoying their last days before the start of exams
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Duke of Edinburgh gold awards presentation at Buckingham
Palace
No fewer than 23 Gold D of E
Awards were presented to
Nonsuch students. Girls from
Nonsuch and Wallington make
up a third of all Duke of
Edinburgh Award winners in
the borough of Sutton. We had
so many award winners we
were in a category of our own!
Mrs Holmes and Ms Cavilla
received their D of E licence.
The girls chatted with Princess
Beatrice and collected their
awards in the beautiful
surroundings of Buckingham
Palace Gardens.

Purley Rotary Club
Swimathon
presentation
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You are invited to...
Nonsuch Summer Exhibition —Thursday 14th June 4-7.30pm

Y12 Higher Education Day – Tuesday 12th June

On Tuesday 12th June Year 12 students will have the opportunity to attend a number of different sessions on the various opportunities open to them after A Levels. Students are asked to book the sessions of their choice via Eventbrite
and booking opens on Friday 25th May at 19:00. Session booking is on a first come first served basis. This information has also been sent to your daughters school email address.
The Sixth Form Team
https://y12hedaybooking.eventbrite.co.uk
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YEAR 13’S LAST WEEK

We said a fond farewell to our Year 13 cohort on Friday 18 May. They had a very creative last week with dress up days
including; Meme’s (ask your daughter), Pyjamas, Pink, TV & Movies and finished on Friday with them wearing their Year
11 school uniforms. In their last assembly they reminisced about all their treasured times at school with their friends and
teachers. They were also treated to a teacher recreation of high school musical – a very special treat! Later that evening
we celebrated as a year at Epsom Downs Race course and it was a wonderful evening. We wish Year 13 the best of luck in
their exams and look forward to seeing all their hard work come to fruition on results day. They are a very special year
group and deserve every success.
Mrs Haskins
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JACK PETCHEY FOUNDATION - TRIP TO THE BARBICAN HALL

On Thursday 17th April 2018 there was a school trip to the Barbican Hall to see the London Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Sir Simon Rattle play a concert of music by Helen Grimes and Mahler. For most of the students this was
their first ever orchestral concert experience and the school is very grateful that the Jack Petchey award has enabled us to
have this opportunity. We took 36 students.
The trip was a tremendous success and there was great excitement and interest from the students. They gave full
attention both to the challenging language of the contemporary piece by Helen Grimes and the very long and emotionally complex Symphony No. 9 by Mahler.
Below is a sample of comments made by students; they reveal remarkable maturity and intelligence.
‘’It was exciting that the first piece was the premiere and we were the first to hear it. We could hear influences from
other composers that we also study in a level which made it enjoyable to compare. The Mahler was what we were most
excited about and we certainly weren’t disappointed. It had a rich romantic sound and the standard of playing by the
musicians inspired us as players.’’
Sonia, Martha and Safia
‘’This was an amazing experience for both of us and the music overwhelmed many of us. The music pulled us in and the
excitement of seeing a proper orchestra was phenomenal. We will always remember the thrilling melody of the flute, the
blasting trumpets and brass and the enormous sound of the timpani. We thank Dr Johnson for this great opportunity
and memory we have had tonight. Through this we will be more enthusiastic about our own symphony orchestra and try
to reach a higher standard.’’
Lithusha and Haeun
‘’We all preferred the Mahler symphony - while the modern pieces were expressive and painted a picture, they were often
quite confusing. Shamitaa and I liked the Ländler most, because it was lively and a unique point in the piece. Anastasia
liked the third movement of the Mahler because it was interesting and dramatic. Sir Simon Rattle was an amazing
conductor, as usual.’’
Anastasia, Shamitaa and Karen
’We found the final movement of Mahler's 9th symphony very moving - the tension created by the sustained dissonances in the string section
made us hold our breath. The beautiful viola and cello lines were especially appreciated by us due to how small the size of these sections are at
school, so to hear them along with a section of double basses that totaled 7 was really special for us. Another thing we liked were the dialogues
present between different instruments, such as the amazing oboe and flute duet half way through, the captivating dialogue between the violins
and cellos, and a particularly striking section where only the double basses, cellos and violins were playing, creating a wonderful contrast of
timbres.’’
Rachel and Sabrina
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‘’It was a very enjoyable night where the Mahler symphony no.9 showed expressions of the premonitions of death. Our
favourite was the 2nd movement because of the waltz feel where we heard the unique rough-edged dance tune. Our
favourite instrument was the cymbalist who showed passion and eagerness in the actions of bashing his cymbals together.’’
Sophie and Enya
‘’We wanted to say thank you to Dr Johnson for using his Jack Petchey award to fund this trip. Many of us had never
been to a full scale symphony performance and were extremely moved and thoroughly enjoyed the experience. It was
really interesting to see what we learn about in our music lessons in a professional environment and in such a prestigious venue. We particularly were inspired by the first piece before the interval being written by a female modern composer. It’s really empowering to see work of this nature. Thank you again Dr J. and thank you Miss Waller!’’
Elia, Alice and Charlotte

Singing success!
Many congratulations to Vox Celestes who
achieved two Outstanding Performance
Certificates at The Reigate & Redhill Music
Festival on Tuesday 8th May. They
achieved first place in both of their categories and we are very proud of how musically they all performed. They were excellent ambassadors for the school! Well
done ladies!
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Jazz Night on 3rd May 2018
In early May we were treated to our annual Jazz Night run by Dr Johnson. We had performances from
the Nonsuch Big Band, Vox Celestes, the Hot Club of Nonsuch, vocal soloists, Elia (Year 13), Alice (Year
12), Claire (Year 11), trumpet soloist, Martha (Year 13) and the Year 13 Leavers. The standard of improvisation was particularly high this year – well done ladies! A special thank you to Dr Johnson for coordinating this event for us and to the PTA for providing us with delicious refreshments throughout.
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Music department receives award
Nonsuch High School for Girls
has been awarded an ISM/ISM Trust Silver Certificate in Music.
This certificate is in recognition of the excellent work done for music
in the school.
More than 15% of all GCSE students at key stage 4 took and
achieved an A* to C in Music. This puts us in the top 187 schools
across England.”

Year 11- Thorpe Park Trip
Year 11 enjoyed a day at Thorpe Park to celebrate the end of their time in the main school and to relax
before the start of the formal exam season.
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Science
Salters’ Institute Festival of Chemistry
The Salters’ Institute Festivals of Chemistry in partnership with the Royal Society of Chemistry are hosted by top
universities for 11-13 year olds. Activities include two practical challenges and a fun lecture with fun prizes and
certificates for all. In February we applied to enter the competition with a team of four year eight students for the
purposes of stretch and challenge and to experience the fun of the practical aspects of Chemistry. We were offered
a place at University College of London on the 17th of April. Ekaterina, Erin, Nabiha and Imogen made up the
Nonsuch Salters’ Challenge Team 2018.
Preparations
Preparations for the competition started with the team meeting up in S7 (a Chemistry laboratory ) and getting to
know each other. But in order to make the most of the experience and rise to the challenge they needed to learn to
work as a team, so the girls were given some mysteries to solve. They very quickly learnt to read instructions
carefully, share out tasks and listen to each other’s ideas as well as reviewing the work they had completed.
The Challenge Day
On our arrival along with twenty four other schools we were directed to the Chemistry Lecture Theatre for introductions and welcome and before long the teams were allocated a space in a very big laboratory normally used for
undergraduates. This year the students were given a whodunnit mystery to solve - somebody had stolen the Salters
Centenary trophy and the students had to identify the criminal They had an hour and three quarters to complete
The Salters’ Challenge, then eat their packed lunches followed by The University Challenge. The final activity was
watching an amazing demonstration by Professor Andre Sella. His final trick was making ice cream with liquid
nitrogen; this was very well received and quickly consumed by the students. We had a very busy and interesting
day.
Congratulations
Nonsuch were awarded third prize for their performance in The Salters’ Challenge with a mention about great team
work – very well done girls! We all agreed that it was a fantastic opportunity for learning outside the classroom,
with the right level of challenge and fun.
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Library News…
Carnegie Shadowing
The Keep Calm and Carnegie Shadowing Book Club is continuing
with great gusto with many of our readers having read nearly all of
the eight shortlisted books. The club has undertaken many fun activities that relate to the books including making chatterboxes, writing black-out poetry and composing questions to the authors of the
books. Some students have submitted reviews of the books on the
Carnegie website which can be accessed on the following link:
http://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/grouphomepages/index.php?
GroupID=27642

Most popular fiction borrowed in the library since September 2017...
Year 7

Year 8









Little Darlings by Jacqueline Wilson
Billionaire Boy by David Walliams
Stormbreaker by Alex Rider
Thirteen hours by Narinder Dhami
Girl Online by Zoe Sugg





Year 10

Year 9






Glass Sword by Victoria Aveyard
The Sky is Everywhere by Jandy
Nelson
Tower of Dawn by Sarah J. Maas
The Maze Runner by James Dashner
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen







Year 11






The Bane Chronicles by
Cassandra Clare
Release by Patrick Ness
Tess of the D’Urbervilles by Thomas
Hardy
Fallen by Lauren Kate
The Coral Island by R.M. Ballantyne

Sixth Form

Great Expectations by Charles
Dickens
The Help by Kathryn Stockett
Wicked Lovely by Melissa Marr
The Woman in Black by Susan Hill
The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho
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Noughts and Crosses by Malorie
Blackman
Crown of Midnight by Sarah J.
Maas
Dream Thieves by Maggie Stiefvater
Murder Most Unladylike by Robin Stevens







Brave New World by Aldous
Huxley
Atonement by Ian McEwan
The Radleys by Matt Haig
The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini
Cloud Atlas by David Mitchell
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Duke of Edinburgh Award
Congratulations to all the students who have completed a Duke of
Edinburgh Award in the last year. In total 196 students gained an
Award in the year to 31 March 2018, including 23 Golds. I am
pleased to report that the current year has started well with Anya
in Year 13 gaining our first Gold Award of this year.
Expedition season is well underway and over 150 Year 9 students
headed out to the Surrey Hills on the Bank Holiday weekend.
Everyone made it to the campsites and enjoyed a warm evening,
cooking a variety of pasta dishes on their stoves. The qualifying
expedition takes place at the beginning of July so hopefully a large
number of participants will complete their Award before the
summer break.

Jack Petchey Award
The Jack Petchey Committee has the opportunity to give 3 more Awards this term. If you know anyone who has
made an outstanding achievement, please complete the nomination form which can be found on the school website (Well-being tab) and pop it in the box by student reception so it can be considered. Students, parents or staff
can make nominations.
Thank you
Nicola Holmes
Jack Petchey Co-ordinator
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Tennis at Queen’s

The Tournament Director and Event Organiser – Stephen Farrow and Harriet Jones – of the Fever-Tree Tennis
Championships (formally Aegon Tennis Championships) at Queen’s Club visited Nonsuch on 4 May. They brought
the Championships Trophy with them so that the ball girls could get a closer look. 40 Nonsuch students will be
ball girls at this year’s Championships which run from Saturday 16 June to Sunday 24 June. The qualifying event
on 16 June and 17 June is free to enter if you wish to join the girls and experience the speed and power of international tennis.

Math
UK Maths Junior Challenge
Ninety seven of our top Year 8 mathematicians
participated in the 2018 UK Maths Junior
Challenge on 26 April. We are proud of the
achievements with nearly all of the participants
awarded certificates for their performances; 33
achieved gold certificates, 38 silver and 20
bronze. Congratulations to Angela who is the
best in our school as well as in the year group
and has qualified for entry in the 2018 Junior
Olympiad.
This is a wonderful achievement. We are also very thrilled that the top 18
have qualified to participate in the follow-on
round – Junior Kangaroo competition. Well
done to all.
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Lessons from Auschwitz
On March 21st we travelled with The Holocaust Educational Trust to Poland to visit Auschwitz 1 and Birkenau along
with 200 other students from South West London. Prior to the day, we attended an orientation seminar to try to prepare us for the intensity of the experience. We were encouraged to talk about our expectations and preconceptions.
We flew off early in the morning to Krakow airport and first went to the Town Square, where many Jews were taken
against their will. There we had a chance to read the plaques on the walls and take in the atmosphere of the place.
Afterwards, we took a coach to Auschwitz I concentration camp, where we saw the victims’ belongings, photos and
other historical artefacts. We then visited Birkenau, the death camp, where we saw the wooden barracks that people
lived in and the railway tracks that lead to the remains of the gas chambers.
Laura - My most memorable experience was being taken into Block 27 in Auschwitz I. The moment I walked in, all I
could hear was the continuous Jewish chant ‘Ani Ma’amin’ which translates to ‘I Believe’. It was a long, white corridor which we had to walk down to get to a room with projected multimedia on the walls, representing Jewish Life
before the war. The reason why it was so educational and sobering was because before we got to Block 27, we had
seen the rooms full of human hair and personal belongings, which
were all named but were never given back. The atmosphere was
solemn up until then so it contrasted immensely to see how happy
life was before the war.
Alisha - My most memorable moment was walking into Birkenau,
the death camp at Auschwitz, which the Germans named after the
Polish village Brzezinka. As our group walked in, all I could see
was barracks and empty land that stretched out into the distance.
The walk from the main entrance to the back of the camp where
the gas chambers were was at least 20 minutes long and seeing
where all of the barracks used to be and how many people could
have lived there really put the magnitude of the event into perspective.
At the follow-up seminar, we discussed the different ways we
could report back to the rest of the school community and have a
similar emotional impact on them. On the trip, Rabbi Garson accompanied the group and at Birkenau, he led a memorial and
prayer for all of the lives lost along with a passionate speech
about all of conflicts and the hatred in the world. Rabbi Garson’s
words had an immense emotional impact on us so we collectively
decided that having him visit the school as a guest speaker would
help connect other students to the tragic events that took place.
After reading this article, you as a reader should understand what
an emotional toll visiting Auschwitz takes on you. To have a
chance to truly understand and see with your own eyes the terror
and turmoil millions of people were subjected to is an overwhelming experience. As ambassadors for the Holocaust Educational
Trust, we want to educate others about this tragedy and hope to
stop anything like this from happening ever again. Helping those
who are bigoted and who do not understand the impact of hate,
oppression and discrimination on an everyday basis may well stop
them from being afraid of a person who is different to them.
Alisha and Laura Year 12
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Nonsuch’s KS 3 and 4 Team placed 4th and 7th at the National Schools Badminton Finals
The National Schools Badminton Finals weekend started with the KS4 competition on the Saturday. Representing
the school were Charlotte, Eleanor, Jennifer and Deeksha.
We started the competition playing against Outwood Academy
Valley and stormed away with a 5-0 win. Next up was Truro
School, knowing that a win against them would guarantee us a
medal. We made a fantastic start by winning the first two
games. One more game and we would get to the medal playoffs. Sadly things didn’t go to plan and Truro School fought
back strongly to win the remaining three games. Disappointment was felt by everyone that we had got so close.
In the afternoon session we picked ourselves up and fought
hard in the 4-6th place play-offs against King Edward VI High
School and Altrincham Grammar School. With some very close
games, one in particular where Deeksha and Jennifer came
back from behind to win 21-20, we beat both schools 3-2, ending up 4th overall in the competition.
Special recognition to Charlotte, who won all her singles matches in the final and Deeksha and Jennifer, who remain unbeaten as a doubles pairing throughout every round of the schools competition for the last two years.

Sunday was now the turn of the KS3 team of Tvishi, Trinity, Louisa, Mihika and Pragya.
In our first match against Sheffield High School, our singles
players put in a cracking performance to win their games,
however in the doubles games we would lose all three, with a
couple just by two or three points.
Our second match was against Arden Academy, winners for
the last two years. This time our singles players very narrowly
lost their games. However the doubles players faced up to the
challenge, winning two games. Everything now rested on the
last doubles game. Winning that would mean a three way tie
and possibly still allow us to win the group. However a very
close game ended with us losing 19-21. Again it was a matter of what could have been. Four games were lost by
either one, two or three points. Just one of those games may have got us a medal play-off.
Just as the KS4 team did the previous day, the KS3 team picked themselves up and fought hard to win against
Emmanuel College and St Michaels to eventually end up 7th. Still a tremendous achievement for a team with several young and inexperienced players.
We didn’t manage to achieve any medals this year, though it was very close for both teams. But perhaps we
should measure success by how we have got this far? We have a successful after school club that allows around
50 girls the opportunity to discover how fantastic badminton is. We have nurtured many players, several coming
from year 7, which allows us to enter 4 teams in the schools competition. The teams trained hard to win the regional championships in both KS3 and KS4. Perhaps we are the only school that has done that in the same year?
This shows that we’re not successful because of one or two strong players but in fact we have a vast breadth of
talent, especially now in year 7. These are the players who will be winning again for us for the next four years. So
everyone who attends the after school badminton club, you are all part of what has been a highly successful year,
give yourselves a pat on the back!
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Gym and Dance - ‘Around the World’
The Annual Gym and Dance Show was held on the evenings of 24 th and 25th April. With this year’s theme being
‘Around the World’, students had been working throughout the academic year to devise performances that would
transport us across the globe and treat us to a diverse range of styles. As always our artistes did themselves
proud, giving their all and enjoying every moment of their time in the spotlight! With dances ranging from a Norwegian themed A-Level piece by Chloe to Nandana and Sanya’s Bharatanatyam, the audience were left enthralled
with the intricacy of the girls’ work. There was a Merengue act from our Year 7 dance club who have worked with
our instructor Tanya Grieg during their lunchtime club. In addition we had a number of impressive ensemble performances including the Dance club and Ballet group who were both run by Theodora in Y12. We also had a hugely popular K-Pop act and two Sixth form acts involving 42 students between them! The gymnastics squads delivered exceptional precision in routines that demonstrated extremely difficult tumbles and individual skills. Secoura
and Anya, our Y13 Gymnasts, were instrumental in putting together a number of routines including their own duet
which marked the end of a long commitment to gymnastics at Nonsuch. Our Gym 4 All routines saw students of all
standards collaborating effectively; the Y7’s gave tribute to Miss Richards with an Australian themed routine and
the Y8+ group performance was inspired by Japan. Around 120 girls were involved in the Show which we regard
as a huge achievement for participation in school sport at Nonsuch.
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P.E
Athletics
The athletics season is in full swing with a good attendance at
training on Wednesdays after school. We hosted a Year 7 & 8
friendly meet against Old Palace of John Whitgift to provide students with the opportunity to compete in a range of events to see
where their strengths may lie. In year 7, some noteworthy successes came from Izzy and Amelia in long jump, Yvonne in javelin and
Maddy in discus. Year 8 saw success in field events, including Georgia in long jump, and Gauthami and Olivia in javelin and shotput
respectively.
It was also great to see a number of our older athletes coming out
to help by running particular events; thanks to the Y13s, Charlotte
in Y11 as well as Natascia and Alexis in Y10.

Amelia, Olivia, Phoebe, Naomi and Rhea
running the year 7 800m.

Tennis
Nonsuch entered the Year 9 &
10 Surrey Division 1 Team Tennis this term and won their
group with wins against Putney
High, Cheam High (tennis scholarship group) and Surbiton
High. The team are now looking forward to the group winner
matches. The team: Vicky, Natasha, Yvonne and Lithusha.
Well done!

Individual Achievement
Suhani —Year 7

We are proud to share the achievement of Suhani winning Silver Medal Yorkshire Jr
Badminton Inter County League recently held in York.
Suhani was part of Badminton Squad representing Surrey County, participating in
York , which saw representation from all over UK. The Surrey team showed fantastic
performances in group rounds and maintained their place on top of the chart, soon
securing their place in the finals after defeating tough opponents from Scotland. The
final was nail biting with various wow moments, many great shots played, several kodak moments, and a very close finish.
We had to settle with 2nd place, narrowly missing the gold with only a minor margin.
The team had worked very hard and played brilliantly throughout the day, and feeling
proud for Silver, with promise to work even harder for next year’s league.
Nonsuch Badminton stars are making news throughout this year and Suhani is proud
to be part of the winning team.
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Design & Technology
Product Design

It has been another busy term in the Design and Technology department, where students have entered
and had successes in a number of competitions. Well done to all who have entered.

Year 8 students, Dia, Sudipta and Ishani attended a residential Smallpeice camp
at Nottingham University during the Easter holidays.
The engineering camp was a unique experience and we learnt a lot about aerodynamics, Newton’s 3
Laws and speed when designing a vehicle. Some of our work is shown below.

Smallpeice run residential courses throughout the year in different areas of engineering.
Ignition courses are aimed at Year 8/9 students, whereas the Momentum courses are for students in
Yr10-12. Attending one of these courses would look good on any CV, university application or Arkwright
Scholarship application.
For more information
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/timetable/
There are still a number of engineering events going on this year, which you can enjoy with the family.
Friday 13th July 2018
Opening hours for visitors
10.00 – 15.00
Opening hours for competitors 10.00 – 12.30

Big Bang London South 2018
Sutton Grammar
Manor Lane, Sutton, Surrey, SM1 4AS
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Design & Technology
Product Design

Engineering is all around us. It provides the infrastructure to our lives: it keeps us well and looks after us
when we are not; it enables us to communicate and share ideas. The Leaders Award offers the
opportunity to look at the world in a global sense or at a macro level to find a problem and create a
solution.
Four Nonsuch students entered the Engineering Leaders Award this year where they had to:
• Interview an engineer
• Invent a product based on the brief ‘If you were an Engineer – what would you do?’
• Pitch their invention in the form of a letter
Congratulations go to Jagori who won the Engineering Leaders Award for Year 8. She designed a device
that would absorb energy which could be converted to electrical power, providing electrical power in
places where electricity is not available e.g. when camping.

Jagori’s Idea
Jagori has been invited to an Awards Ceremony and Private Exhibition at Kingston University, where she
will be presented with her trophy.
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Design & Technology
Product Design

What will cities look like in 2050? How will they be powered to be vibrant, healthy and clean places to
live? That was the question put to students aged 11-14 by The Bright Ideas Challenge, Shell’s crosscurricular schools’ competition. The competition invited young people to use their creativity, problem
solving, teamwork and STEM skills to devise innovative solutions that could power cities of the future
Year 8 students Sudipta and Ishani worked together to put forward their ideas to create an ‘Enagnifier’,
which is an energy magnifier that would produce energy efficiently without any carbon emissions, in the
form of a short video.
Their ideas are based on a plane engine and the hydraulic systems used in cars which take a small
amount of energy and magnify it, so it can be used to power more things than the original amount of
energy could. They hope their ideas will help to solve the problem of energy generation, as fossil fuels
are running out. The ‘Enagnifier’ uses a lot less energy, but would still be able to power large cities and
factories. Also, their design does not create carbon emissions as the energy it creates is used to power it.
Fantastic Achievement! Sudipta and Ishani’s idea has made it through to the initial shortlist and is in the
top 50 entries selected to be put forward to the judges! Well done!

We have just found out that the first prototypes of Eunice’s design for the new red nose for
Red Nose Day 2019 have just been produced. Minor modifications will then be made to
the design to make it more suitable for manufacture.
We can’t wait to see it on sale in Sainsbury’s after Christmas.
Aarushi passed the Arkwright Scholarship exam and was invited to an
interview in April, where she had the opportunity to discuss her project to
design a pedal powered desk with lamp, so that students in LEDC’s could
complete their homework. She also took part in a group problem solving
challenge.
We are awaiting the results of her application, which we should receive in
June.
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GCSE
PRODUCT DESIGN
Rachel
Radio inspired by Pop Art

Meera
Bedside table inspired by the Art
deco design movement

Maya
Jewellery box and pendant
inspired by the Indian culture

Lauren
Storage Bench for the hallway
based on modern Arabic design

Jelena
Coffee table inspired by the
Art Deco design movement

Khayati
Coffee table inspired by
the African culture

Neha
Jewellery stand and pendant
inspired by the Indian culture
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PRODUCT DESIGN

Aman
Architectural Model for a new Maggie Centre,
off Tottenham Court Road

Emma
Desk and chair set inspired by the culture of the
Dominican Republic

Janine
Rotating space themed
night light

Zoe
Green desk lamp
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